
Creating Performance Dashboards in Eight Steps 
Based on advice from the MRSC blog of the same name, November 2015 

 
Start with mission and goals 
What story are you trying to tell, and who is the audience for the story. 
Start small, perhaps tell part of your story. 
 
Add the key strategies that achieve your goals. 
Use a logic model to capture elements of the programs or activates you plan to measure. 
Input, our puts and outcomes. 
 
Identify the performance measures you want to reflect on the dashboard 
What is most relevant to your audience? 
An internal dashboard designed for managers might include different measures than an external 
dashboard designed for the community. 
 
Understand the data and its limitations 
What do you need and what do you have, where is it and is it reliable? 
Select the measures with the best data, and then develop mechanisms to collect the data for other 
measures. 
What you reflect on the dashboard may change over time as better data becomes available. 
 
Designate a dashboard owner and plan for maintenance 
Who updates the platform, and how often? 
Give the owner both responsibility and authority to gain compliance from the people developing the 
measures. 
A dashboard is only as good as the data. Outdated or incomplete dashboards are somewhere between 
sad and embarrassing. 
 
Choose a platform for the dashboard 
The platform can be anything from a free software, to an excel spreadsheet, to software designed for 
the purpose. The skills of dashboard owner may influence this decision. 
Start small and simple.  Learn, adjust and build. 
 
Decide on the visuals 
Tell the story and do it accurately. 
It is easy to misrepresent data using the wrong visual. 
 
Keep the dashboard top of mind with users 
Keep the dashboard up to date, and let it grow as more data becomes available. 
Keep it top of mind through communications with council, references in staff meetings, links in external 
communications, etc. 
 
AND 
Use the performance measures 
Structure a routine way to assure managers use  the measures and respond to the information.   If the 
measures are not used, they are nothing but data. 


